A Proposal for the Purification of All Jews
(and Incidentally Patrilineals)
By leonard levin
rabbi akiva said: fortunate are you, o israel! Before whom do you purify
yourselves? and who purifies you? your father in heaven, as it says, “i shall
sprinkle pure water upon you, and you shall be pure.” (ezekiel 36) and it says:
“The lord is the mikveh of israel” (Jeremiah 17)—just as a mikveh purifies the
impure, so does the holy Blessed one purify israel (mishnah Yoma 8:9).
The world Jewish community is in danger of splintering into mutually antagonistic
fragments. The choice is clear: between maintaining inflexibly strict standards that
relegate the majority of Jews to illegitimacy, or developing a consensus based on mutual
recognition of sub-groups who agree on major principles but allow discretion in how
those principles shall be implemented in each sub-group.
as things stand now, there are people who consider themselves as Jewish, or
married, or invested with positions of Jewish responsibility and authority (rabbis,
cantors, and teachers) by this group but not by that group, and are at the mercy of
discrimination by this or that sub-group or authority as to whether they want to
participate in daily Jewish ritual, marry a Jew, exercise official Jewish functions, be
accepted to israeli citizenship as a Jew, or be buried in a Jewish cemetery. cases such as
those of Jessica fishman1 and lev Pesahov2 have dramatized the acute injustice that
individuals and broad communities have suffered because of the arbitrary denial of
Jewish status to those whose Jewishness has been recognized by some jurisdictions and
denied by others. we are all of us victims or potential victims of this arbitrary exercise
of the power to disqualify, which is exercised in the name of the Jewish tradition but
runs counter to the sentiment and values and even counter to certain specific legal
precedents in Judaism.
There are a number of issues that converge to produce the dilemma we face today.
among those issues we must list are the following:
1. what is determinative of Jewish identity? what objective and subjective
factors converge to yield the determination that so-and-so is a Jew? among
objective factors, we must include:
a. The fact that one or both parents of that person (or one or more
grandparents) are Jewish or presumed Jewish.
b. The fact of the person’s having received a Jewish upbringing, including
Bar mitzvah or Bat mitzvah, in a particular Jewish denomination.
c. The fact that a person underwent a conversion ceremony, of a given
denomination.
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among subjective factors, we include:
d. does this person regard him/herself as Jewish?
e. if the person participates in ordinary Jewish practice, or in a rite de passage
(Bar/Bat mitzvah or conversion), what is going through their mind as to
their intention?
2. The diversity of historical traditions concerning the status of Jews born of
a single Jewish parent, whether paternal or maternal.
3. The competition of various jurisdictions claiming to determine what
constitutes “acceptance of commandments” necessary for conversion, who
is qualified to perform conversions, etc.—while disagreeing on the
standards to apply for these purposes, each having their interpretation of
the same body of canonical texts and traditions.
4. The disconnect between a large number of Jews who qualify as partially
Jewish on racial-ethnic and subjective-existential grounds (and therefore
are counted as Jewish by demographic researchers and under the israeli
law of return) but whose status on halakhic grounds is more ambiguous
or questionable, and a super-restrictive religious criterion enforced by a
reactionary elite not at all representative of world Jewry but by historical
accident empowered to determine “who is a Jew” for religious purposes
within the state of israel.
under these circumstances, no less an authority than rabbi david hartman has
advocated “shifting our halakhic focus, when it comes to defining membership, from
questions of purity and authority to the health and benefit of the living community”
(The God Who Hates Lies, p. 170).
i propose that we be guided, in addressing these issues, by certain principles that i
base on traditional Jewish texts. my recommendation will be to adopt two actions, one
to guide our action le-khatehillah,3 the other be-di’avad:4
• Le-khatehillah, i propose that we adopt a general practice of immersion,
which may be accomplished either in a mikveh or in mayim hayyim (such as
an ocean) at least once a year, to restore immersion in some form as a
general part of normative Jewish religious practice within our
communities.
• Be-di’avad, i propose that we accept as Jewish those individuals certified as
Jewish by all mainstream Jewish movements; as a corollary, this includes
recognizing as Jewish those patrilineal Jews raised within liberal Jewish
communities, with Jewish education and Bar/Bat mitzvah.
The conjunction of these two recommendations is deliberate, and is aimed to achieve
a third result, of greater overall mutual acceptance of sub-groups within the Jewish
community. This result will hopefully be achieved by the following argument:
classically, conversion to Judaism is achieved by three factors: receiving of mitzvot,
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circumcision (for males), and immersion. Bedi’avad, according to the classical Jewish
sources, any immersion in a Jewish ritual context— not specifically for gerut—suffices
to satisfy the immersion requirement. any patrilineal Jew who has been educated
Jewishly and undergone a formal Bar/Bat mitzvah ceremony has (according to my
argument) fulfilled the requirement of receiving the mitzvot. i assume that such an
individual, if male, has undergone circumcision also for the purpose of affirming Jewish
identity. if we revive immersion as a general Jewish practice, then all three requirements
will be met, and there should be no objection to accepting such individuals as fully
Jewish.
PRINCIPLES
i propose the following principles to guide our consideration:
1. Pluralistic reciprocity. in a pluralistic vision of the larger Jewish
community, there can be different jurisdictions with different standards
and procedures as to what effectively constitutes changes in personal
status. insofar as possible without violating basic principles, group a
should recognize the actions of group B as valid, even though the
standards and procedures of group a and group B differ in the matter in
question. (source: Text #1 from appendix—the mutual recognition of
marriages by the school of shammai and school of hillel, BT Yevamot 13b14a)
2. The irrevocability, past a reasonable point, of change of status to Jewish
identity. once children have been born of parents who were accepted as
Jewish either presumptively or by conversion, and the presumption or
conversion of the parent is challenged for whatever reason (for instance,
because of improper procedure), the Jewish status of the children cannot
be reversed. (sources: Text #6—the case of the man who “converted
himself” in BT Yevamot 47a; Text #7—maimonides, Hilkhot Issurei Biah 13:6–
10; Text #5—Shulhan Arukh Yoreh Deah 268:3)5
3. The presumption of legitimacy of those conforming to Jewish practice.
conformity to Jewish practice counts as a factor in favor of presuming the
validity of one’s Jewish status, even in the absence of evidence concerning
the circumstances of their conversion (if any). (sources: Text #4—the case
of the woman and man “who immersed for their impurity” in BT Yevamot
45b; Text #7—maimonides Hilkhot Issurei Bi’ah 13:9)
4. The coincidence of the requirements for conversion with the requirements
for living a Jewish life. This is a feature of traditional Jewish communities
which is absent from most modern Jewish communities, and which my
proposed innovation would restore. in a traditional Jewish community,
observant Jews are—as part of their regular routines of religious
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observance— explicitly pledging allegiance to the mitzvot (whether daily
in recitation of Shema, or occasionally in attendance at yom Kippur or
Bar/Bat mitzvah ceremonies) and ritually immersing themselves. This is
the basis for the argument of rav assi (ratified in the codes) that a woman
or a man, immersing for their impurity, performed by that immersion the
requirement for conversion. one could argue that in such a Jewish
community, the requirements for conversion—or, if you will, for making
Jews Jewish—were being fulfilled continuously, so that any questionable
or borderline issues of Jewish status were continually being rectified in the
course of normal Jewish living.
This last principle may raise in our minds the question: why, then, do we have a
“conversion process” and a “conversion ceremony” in the first place? The answer is not
hard to find. in the normal course of life, there are many people who are born non-Jewish,
who decide in the course of their lives to change their religious outlook, commitment,
and way of life, and thus to become Jewish from a prior state of being non-Jewish. such
cases are generally clear-cut and undisputed. it is for such cases that the process of
education-for-conversion and the ceremony of conversion itself are intended. conversion
is a change of personal status, belief, and practice from being non-Jewish to being Jewish.
it is clearly appropriate for the person who is unambiguously non-Jewish to begin with.
it is of debatable appropriateness in the case of a person who is Jewish by some criteria
and not others, or who is clearly and unequivocally Jewish in some people’s eyes
(including their own) and not at all Jewish in other people’s judgment.
This leads me to mention a paradox that was pointed out by a contemporary israeli
masorti rabbi,6 avinoam sharon. he has expressed his view that there are people who
can never become Jewish, namely, those who sincerely believe that they are Jewish,
more particularly, those born of a Jewish father and a non-Jewish mother who were
raised and educated as Jewish. The reason for this impossibility, he says, is that in his
view a conversion can only be valid if performed with the intention of transitioning
from a non-Jewish state to a Jewish state. as the person in question already regards
him/herself as Jewish, they can never undergo conversion with the proper intention.
any conversion that they undergo (and many have undergone it) would then be invalid
for that reason, and they would remain non-Jewish even after the conversion. his
conclusion from this state of affairs is that the split in the Jewish body politic resulting
from the raising of a generation of Jews is permanent and irremediable. But even if we
do not accept his pessimistic conclusion, we may be given pause to reconsider, whether
subjecting patrilineal Jews to a conversion process is necessarily and automatically the
right course of action.
This leads to another principle on which we should base our action:
5. Jewish sub-groups with different outlooks on matters concerning both of
them should find ways of acting that does not violate the principles or self-
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understanding of either. This is understandably a difficult principle to
operate on, precisely because it would seem that on the matter on which
they differ, either would have to capitulate to the other’s view in order to
act in a manner acceptable to them. in the case before us, it would seem
prima facie that such-and-such an individual is Jewish according to one
criterion (that of the reform and reconstructionists who accept patrilineal
Jews, raised in the Jewish tradition, as Jewish) and non-Jewish according
to another criterion. how, then, were the house of shammai and the
house of hillel able to marry each other when they disagreed as to the
rules governing certain marriages? The traditional commentators say that
each group informed the other who would be ineligible for marriage
according to the other’s rules, so that they were able to comply with the
stringencies of both groups simultaneously. i have no evidence from the
time-period in question that it actually happened that way, and such a
procedure would not help us. my own understanding of that passage is
that it is at least just as likely that each accepted bedi’avad as valid actions
of the other group that they would not themselves have performed lekhathilah. whether that is actually what the house of shammai and the
house of hillel did, it is at any rate a procedure that has been honored
many times by other authorities in other domains of Jewish law. it seems
to me essential that we follow such a procedure, at least in part, in the
present dilemma in order to work our way out.
The careful reader or listener to my proposal will notice, however, that it responds
to this principle in a special way. The procedure of universal immersion that i propose
does not require, of the more liberal factions, that they give up their view that patrilineal
Jews are validly Jewish to begin with. it also does not require, of the more conservative
factions, that they give up their view that patrilineal Jews have not fulfilled the
requirements of becoming Jewish prior to immersion. it does not require, of any socalled “patrilineal Jew,” that he/she regard himself/herself as non-Jewish going into
the ceremony (thus avoiding avinoam’s paradox). But if they accept the other parts of
my rationale, both groups will agree that after universal immersion has been adopted
and practiced, any difference in status between Jews-with-one- Jewish-parent and Jewswith-two-Jewish parents, whether any such difference was present to begin with or not,
is now moot and has been swept into the past.
indeed, the purist could argue that no Jew knows the purity of his or her lineage. it
is clear from the testimony of the Talmud that there were some individuals who were
“passing” as Jews in the third century—and these are just the ones whose existence left
some trace in recorded history! we may presume that those who went unrecorded were
far more. (if we include those who were converted, but whose conversions would not
have passed the current israeli chief rabbinate’s standards, the proportion will no doubt
be much higher.) it is likely the case that every Jew in the world today possesses some
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of the genetic heritage of all these different kinds of questionable Jews. The mitochondria
of unconverted non-Jewish ancestresses are very likely percolating in all of our cells. By
a formalist criterion—one that would require a formal conversion ceremony to mark
every change of status—we are all of doubtful status. The only view that would insure
our own irrefutable Jewish status would be one that granted, on some level, the power
of the momentum of continual Jewish practice to have a positive impact on actual Jewish
identity. and that view would give aid and comfort to today’s patrilineal Jews. so let
us all go into the mikveh or the ocean together, and not quibble about for whom the water
cleanses. rabbi akiva said it purifies all of us, and i believe he was right.
ARGUMENT
1. a prospective convert becomes Jewish by satisfying three requirements: (a)
acceptance of the mitzvot, (b) circumcision (in the case of males), and (c)
immersion for the purpose of conversion. [Text #2] Bedi’avad, the strict
criteria of each of these three is relaxed in various ways; for instance, the
immersion may be stam (a non-specific) ritual immersion. [Texts #4, #5, and
#7]
2. The case before us is of a person born of a Jewish father and a non-Jewish
mother, who has undergone a Jewish education and participated in a
Bar/Bat mitzvah ceremony, and who is regarded by their community as
fully Jewish by virtue of these facts, without a formal conversion ceremony.
it is assumed that this individual, if male, has also been circumcised with
the intention of fulfilling the requirement of circumcision as a Jew, whether
this was done in the traditional Jewish ritual manner or in the modern
medical-surgical mode.
3. as my argument for acceptance of reform “kabbalat mitzvot” in the case of
patrilineal Jews shares common features with the case of acceptance of
reform or reconstructionist conversion, it makes logical sense to address
that case first. at bottom, the determination, whether a reform or
reconstructionist-administered conversion ceremony is valid or not, is a
judgment as to whether reform or reconstructionist Judaism is a
legitimate form of Judaism in the current age. Those of us who are
pluralists on principle take as a minimum the acceptance of the legitimacy
of the major branches of Judaism. it follows from this that we should regard
their conversion procedures as valid conversions, at least with respect to
the “acceptance of commandments” requirement. in further support of
this claim, i cite the description of “reception of mitzvot” in Yevamot 47a-b
(Text #2, which is replicated in almost identical terms in Shulhan Arukh
Yoreh Deah 268), specifically that the specification of mitzvot should be a
representative sampling but does not need to be complete, and that the
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4.

5.

6.

intention to observe the mitzvot is also stated in general terms without
exhaustive specification. This description is broad and flexible enough to
include the pledge to observe Judaism that is made by the convert in a
reform or reconstructionist conversion ceremony.
once we grant the legitimacy of the kabbalat mitzvot in reform and
reconstructionist conversions, it is easy to extend this argument to argue
that a reform or reconstructionist Bar/Bat mitzvah ceremony constitutes
valid “acceptance of the commandments” that is admissible to satisfy one
of the three key requirements for conversion. The candidate for Bar/Bat
mitzvah has already received instruction in Judaism that is comparable to
the education that a prospective convert receives. and all these standard
Bar/Bat mitzvah ceremonies include at a minimum the blessings of the
Torah, which (even in the modified reconstructionist version) bless god
“who has given us the Torah”—an explicit acknowledgement of the
binding character of the Jewish tradition. The free form speeches by Bar
and Bat mitzvah candidates also typically affirm the individuals’
acceptance of Judaism, in terms that are the free, creative and willing self
expression of each individual. They are witnessed by the entire
congregation, which exceeds the minimum requirement of a court of three
“kosher” Jews. Taking all this in conjunction, we should certainly accept
that anyone who has become Bar/Bat mitzvah in these movements has
fulfilled the “acceptance of commandments” requirement that is part
(indeed, according to authorities like maimonides, the major part) of the
requirements for conversion.
another possible precedent for the case of a patrilineal Jew, viewed from
a halakhic perspective, is that of the Jew who without formal conversion
seeks to “blend” into the Jewish community. such a person is even more
suspect than the current case, for there is no evidence that such a person
has explicitly affirmed before witnesses that they accept Judaism as
binding. indeed, such a case is treated with ambivalence by the tradition.
on the one hand, it is sought that such a person rectify their status.
(immersion is a valid form of rectification—see end of Text #7, maimonides
Hilkhot Issurei Biah 13:9). on the other hand, if they have successfully
“passed” to the point of having children who are accepted as Jews, their
status is not to be challenged retroactively. [Texts #4, #5d and #6] The
Talmudic rabbis and medieval legists seemed to recognize that once a
family had been accepted into the community over multiple generations,
the harm that would be caused by uprooting them outweighed the good
of establishing “purity” of lineage. in the last analysis, continued Jewish
practice was the determinative factor, outweighing purity.
in the texts describing those prospective Jews who “passed” and were
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ultimately accepted, ritual immersion is repeatedly invoked as a factor,
indicating that it was probably regarded as decisive. [Texts #4, #5b, and
#7] it is no accident that this coincides with one of the key ritual
requirements of the conversion process. of the other two requirements,
we can say that circumcision is to be assumed as having taken place in the
male cases cited (otherwise, it would certainly have been raised as an
objection). This leaves the question of “acceptance of mitzvot.” from the
silence on this factor in the rav assi stories [Text #4, and see also the first
part of maimonides, Text #7), we must infer that continued conformity to
the Jewish way of life is taken as tantamount to implicit acceptance of the
mitzvot. (even if this were not the case, it is not necessary for our own
situation, for we regard the formal Bar/Bat mitzvah ceremony, taking
place in a public congregation, as fulfilling this requirement.)
let us now suppose that a person comes to me and says, “i was born the
child of a Jewish father and a non-Jewish mother. i was raised Jewish,
received a Jewish education, and had a Bar/Bat mitzvah ceremony. i
identify as a Jew.” i must decide how to respond to this person, both myself
as an individual, and on behalf of the Jewish community. for clarity, i will
describe these two aspects of my response separately.
first, my individual response. i must preface this by saying that my own
personal interpretation of Judaism is rationalist and non-sacramental, with
a high ranking of the subjective factors in determining Jewish identity. in
terms of the dichotomy that abraham Joshua heschel described in rabbinic
theology in his book Heavenly Torah, i align more with the positions he
ascribed to the school of rabbi ishmael than to those he ascribed to the
school of rabbi akiva. i attach the highest importance to the fact that he
says he identifies as a Jew. in support of the validity of his claim, i enlist
many of the narratives of the Bible, especially those in which the children
of mixed marriages were included in the people of israel without question.
my mind goes to the case of Judah’s children by Tamar, and moses’
children by Zipporah. i bring to mind the story of ruth, where her
declaration of faith was made before no court of three males, but in private
to naomi alone, and the law of exodus 12:43-44, that circumcision was
enough for a male to enter the assembly of israel and eat of the Paschal
lamb (but no mention is made there of immersion or declaration of
allegiance). i recall the case of naaman, whose signal action was
immersion—but it can be argued that in his case, the immersion was
necessary to cure him of his leprosy, and that it is a poor precedent for
converts in general. in short, the Bible knows of many individuals who by
choice joined the people of israel and affiliated with it, but it does not know
of any sacramental ritual that is necessary and efficacious in changing the
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inner nature of a person from non-Jewish to Jewish.7 it seems self-evident
to me that the person before me stands in a long line of individuals who
voluntarily associated themselves with the destiny of the people of israel.
moreover, the person in front of me has not merely taken Judaism on
privately, as a matter of personal whim. he has been solemnly told by the
religious authorities in his community—by teachers and rabbi—that he is
fully Jewish, and that his Jewishness is confirmed by his education and the
solemn ceremony in which he undertook the obligations of Judaism. i
accept warmly his self-declaration as a Jew and the bonds that unite him
and me in a common enterprise, a common destiny and a common way
of life.
9. But now to my response on behalf of the Jewish community. although my
bonds of Jewish fellowship to this self-declared Jew are genuine and
positive, i also feel positive bonds with millions of other Jews, of the present
and the past, world-wide. i am acutely aware that this self-declared Jew
before me poses a test case on which the views of this larger Jewish
community will be sharply divided. alongside non-sacramental rationalist
Jews such as myself, there are Jews of different temperament, some
strongly legalistic, others mystical or of a decidedly sacramental bent—
Jews who stress the objective criteria of Jewish identity. They view the case
of this person in a different way. for them, the fact that he was born of a
non-Jewish mother and has not undergone formal conversion to Judaism
are decisive. my accepting him as fully Jewish will tend to exacerbate a
split that has already assumed critical proportions in our day, between
those Jews who regard themselves as of legitimate lineage and others
whom for a variety of reasons they regard as questionable or illegitimate.
The contours of these divisions are well known and do not need to be
rehearsed at this point.
10. one measure that has been recommended for such a situation as i describe
is that i should recommend to this self-declared Jew that he undergo a
formal conversion to Judaism. i understand that the purpose of this
recommendation is to ameliorate the evil i have just described, namely the
division of the Jewish people. But i am at a loss to understand how this
recommendation should be tailored to achieve the described objective.
should i recommend a reform conversion to this person? if he has already
had a reform Bar mitzvah, then he is an accredited Jew by reform
standards. what would a reform conversion add? should i recommend a
conservative conversion? such a recommendation has at least two defects,
by the current criteria. first, if he is a convinced reform Jew, on what
grounds should i be recommending a conservative conversion? should
he profess what he does not believe, simply to achieve extrinsic benefits of
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status? such a course would be hypocrisy. secondly, if the objective is to
erase the splits in the Jewish people, a conservative conversion would not
achieve this, since those who are most rigorist in maintaining exclusivist
standards do not recognize conservative conversions either. finally,
should i recommend an orthodox conversion? The already-mentioned
objections still stand. if he were already convinced of the greater truth of
orthodox Judaism, he would not be standing in front of me maintaining
the validity of his Jewish status, but he would be seeking that orthodox
conversion on his own initiative. and if he is not convinced of it, i am not
about to advocate a course which would encourage hypocrisy. finally, the
conversion of isolated individuals to orthodoxy would leave the divisions
of the Jewish people intact while strengthening the hands of those who are
most strongly opposed to a pluralistic solution of the problems of the
Jewish people—and would undercut my own legitimacy as a conservative
Jew, running counter to my own Jewish self-understanding.
11. The paradox pointed out by rabbi avinoam sharon is an additional reason
for hesitating recommending any form of conversion at all. as rabbi
sharon has pointed out, the validity of a voluntary profession such as that
in conversion depends on its sincerity. This objection is not necessarily
absolute. a prospective convert might enter a conversion ceremony with
the intention: “i already regard myself as Jewish; nevertheless, i willingly
enter this ceremony with the purpose of unambiguously affirming my
Jewish identity and removing any doubt concerning it.” arguably, a
conversion ceremony entered into with that intention can be valid.
however, as the Jessica fishman case and many similar cases illustrate,
there are individuals who cannot countenance this alternative. for them,
their conviction of their Jewish identity is so firm and absolute that they
cannot question it for a moment, and so conversion with integrity is not
an option. in my view, their refusal to undergo a conversion ceremony for
this reason should be respected.
12. nevertheless, i believe that the claims of the traditionalists, who cannot
accept as “Jewish” patrilineal Jews who have not undergone conversion,
also have a strong basis, indeed an overwhelmingly strong presumption
in terms of the coherence of the historical Jewish community. for the past
fifteen hundred years, the Jewish tradition has with near unanimity held
that the child of a non-Jewish mother and a Jewish father is in need of
formal conversion to Judaism, and a significant minority has held that even
the converse case—the child of a Jewish mother and a non-Jewish father—
is less than fully Jewish and in need of conversion. at a minimum, they
require immersion le-shem gerut—for the explicit purpose of conversion—
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to rectify the identity of Jews of mixed background.
13. in some cases, formal conversion of a Jew of mixed background may be
psychologically and spiritually appropriate as the explicit resolution of a
complex search for one’s true, inner identity. ethan Tucker cites one such
case, which he presents as typical.8 i think we should take seriously his
pointing out the existence of such cases. i would beware, however, of
legislating universal stringencies on the basis of individual cases. i am
aware as i say this that i, too, have advanced individual cases (for instance,
those of Jessica fishman and lev Pesahov) in advocacy of universal rules—
in this case, for leniency. The proliferation of special, unique cases in the
area we are considering is legion. under these circumstances, it behooves
the wise counselor to be sensitive to the unique circumstances of every
individual case before him, and to tailor his advice to guide that individual
in the most appropriate way to maximize that individual’s potential as a
human being and as a Jew. however, in the matter of legislating rules, i
believe a course of moderation is mandatory, to provide that counselor
with the maximum discretion.
14. under these circumstances, i believe that mandating general immersion
for all Jews on a regular basis is—if not a universal remedy—a measure
that can greatly ameliorate all the dilemmas i have just described. it should
be instituted on the understanding that compliance with this practice will
be-di’avad satisfy the requirement of individual immersion for all Jews
whose status as fully Jewish is questioned by one or another segment of
the Jewish community. at the same time, it will do so without singling out
individuals because of the circumstances of their lineage, or forcing them
into a decision whether to “convert” to Judaism when such an action
would be insincere on their part.
15. whether such general immersion should take place in traditional mikva’ot
or in public bathing areas (oceans, lakes, rivers) is a technicality beyond
the scope of this paper. (P.s. rabbi michael Pitkowsky informs me there is
halakhic precedent for allowing bathing suits, provided the water
penetrates them. according to rabbi isaac Klein in his Guide to Jewish
Religious Practice, p. 445, loose-fitting bathing suits are permissible.)
16. it would be appropriate in any case to develop a liturgical accompaniment to
the act of immersion that could incorporate the text from Mishnah Yoma 8:9
that i have chosen as the epigraph to this paper, as well as explicit affirmations
of Jewish belief such as the shema. a possible timing could be for it to be
performed annually in the month elul, as part of the spiritual preparation for
high holy days. i leave this, too, for future development.
17. Though a step such as i have indicated can be a first step toward
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amelioration of the problems of division that plague the Jewish people, it
cannot be a panacea by itself. it must, if adopted, be accompanied by
explicit reconsideration by all parties within contemporary Judaism of the
weighting of the various principles by which they govern their actions. The
principle of Klal Yisrael — the universal acceptance by Jews of Jews within
the entire Jewish community — must be raised to a principle of the first
magnitude by all. in some cases, this must lead to greater stringency—the
adoption of standards will insure a minimum common denominator of
practice across the whole Jewish community. in others it will require a
certain degree of leniency—at least, acceptance be-di’avad of actions by other
Jews that would not have met their approval le-khathillah. much remains
to be worked out in detail. But the principles and recommendations
presented in this paper are offered as a first step.

TEXTS AND PRINCIPLES

hab#1:
taBT
hknYht
na ,hc13ugBb-14
nb Atk wihrhafn uktu ihkxup ukt wihrh,n uktu ohrxut ukta p"gt
ToEXT
evAmot
htna ,hcn kkv ,hc tku wkkv ,hcn
Even though the School of Hillel and the School of Shammai differed—the one would
forbid what the other permitted, the one would disqualify what the other qualified—the
School of Shammai did not refrain from marrying women from the School of Hillel, or
the School of Hillel from the School of Shammai.
PRINCIPLE:
in a pluralistic vision of the larger Jewish community, there can be different
jurisdictions with different standards and procedures as to what effectively constitutes
changes in personal status. insofar as possible without violating basic principles, group
a should recognize the actions of group B as valid, even though the standards and
procedures of group a and group B differ in the matter in question.
T
ktEXT
rah#2:
a gBT
suh vY,evAmot
t ht ?rh47
hd,Av-Bk ,tca ,htr vn :uk ohrnut wvzv inzc rhhd,vk tca rd :ibcr ub,

whtsf hbhtu hbt gsuh :rnut ot ?ovhkg ihtc ihruxhu wihpruynu ohpujx wohpujs wohhuus vzv inzc
iug u,ut ihghsunu w,urunj ,umn ,menu ,uke ,umn ,men u,ut ihghsunu /shn u,ut ihkcen
,tc tka sga wgsuh huv :uk ohrnut w,umn ka iabg u,ut ihghsunu /hbg ragnu vtpu vjfa yek
ckj ,kft wuhafgu wvkhex aubg v,t ht ,ca ,kkj w,rf aubg v,t ht ckj ,kft wuz vsnk
i,n u,ut ihghsun lf w,umn ka iabg u,ut ihghsuna ofu wvkhex aubg ,ca ,kkj w,rf aubg
ohkufh obht vzv inzc ktrahu wohehsmk tkt huag ubht tcv okugva wgsuh huv :uk ohrnut wirfa
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/shn u,ut ihkn wkche /uhkg ihesesn ihtu wuhkg ihcrn ihtu ,ubgrup cur tku vcuy cur tk kcek
hbau shn u,ut ihkhcyn wtpr,b wvhba u,ut ihknu ohrzuj wvkhnv ,t ihcfgnv ihmhm uc urhh,ab
tuv hrv vkgu kcy ,urunj ,umn ,menu ,uke ,umn ,men u,ut ihghsunu wuhcd kg ohsnug j",
/uhrcs kfk ktrahf
The Rabbis taught: If a prospective convert comes to be converted in this age, they say
to him: “What motivated you, that you came to convert? Do you not know that Israel
in this time is persecuted, oppressed, downtrodden and harassed, and subject to constant
hardships?” If he says, “I know, and I am unworthy of acceptance,” they accept him
immediately. They inform him of some of the minor mitzvot and some of the major
mitzvot, and they inform him of the obligations of donating the gleanings, the forgotten
sheaves, the corner of the field, and the poor man’s tithe. They inform him of the sanctions
for the mitzvot in such terms: “You should know that before considering conversion, if
you ate forbidden fat, you were not punished with excision; if you profaned the Sabbath,
you were not punished with stoning. But now if you convert, if you eat forbidden fat,
you are punished with excision; if you profane the Sabbath, you are punished with
stoning.” Just as they inform him of the punishment for mitzvot, so they inform him of
the reward, in these terms: “Know that the World to Come is only for the righteous. In
the current time, Israel cannot receive either abundance of good or excessive retribution.”
They do not tell him too much, nor are they too exacting. If he accepts, they circumcise
him immediately. If there are adhesions that prevent complete circumcision, they go
back and circumcise him again. When he is healed, they immerse him immediately. Two
scholars stand over him and inform him some of the minor mitzvot and some of the
major mitzvot. When he has immersed and ascended, he is Jewish in all respects.
PRINCIPLES:
1. conversion to Judaism includes three required elements: receiving
commandments, circumcision (in the case of males), and immersion.
2. The standard of “receiving commandments” is moderate: ,men u,ut ihghsunu
,urunj ,umn ,menu ,uke ,umn, “and inform him some of the minor mitzvot
and some of the major mitzvot.”
Argument: The paradigmatic case of a “patrilineal Jew” seeking acceptance by the
larger Jewish community is of one born of one Jewish parent, who has received an
elementary Jewish education and undergone Bar mitzvah or Bat mitzvah; and if male,
has been circumcised and this circumcision (however performed) was accepted in his
local community as fulfilling the requirement of male circumcision as a Jew. i will argue
that by virtue of these givens, this candidate has fulfilled the requirements of “receiving
commandments” and “circumcision,” and is lacking only “immersion.”
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TkEXT
n t#3:
ku kBT
cy uYkevAmot
cy tku u46
knAa. wubh,uctc ubhmn ifa wrd vz hrv :rnut t"r kcy tku kna rd :r",

wkn tku kcy :ohrnut ohnfju ukn tku ukcya w,uvntc ubhmn ifa wrd vz hrv :rnut gauvh 'r
/kucyhu kunha sg wrd iht kcy tku kn
Our rabbis taught: If a prospective convert has been circumcised but not immersed,
Rabbi Eliezer said: He is a valid convert. For we find in the case of the patriarchs, that
they were circumcised but not immersed. If a prospect has immersed but not been
circumcised, Rabbi Joshua says: He is a valid convert. For we find in the case of the
matriarchs, that they immersed but were not circumcised. But the sages say: He is not
a valid convert unless he has undergone both circumcision and immersion.
PRINCIPLE:
even though our normative practice from classic rabbinic times onward has been to
require acceptance of the commandments, circumcision and immersion as criteria for
conversion, we should recognize that this practice has emerged in historical times, and
that there are precedents for waiving any of these requirements if circumstances should
warrant it.
TEXT
B
tbk#4:
hfhBT
:;xY
uhevAmot
cr rnt 45
wt,
,bt oak ohcfuf ,scug thvvk vkcyt hnt rc thhj hcrs vhscg

scug wv,rcc ?v,usbk vkcy tk hn :hxt hcr rnts whxt crsf wvc v,rccu vc hruaftk
/raf skuv ktrah ,c kg tcv scgu ohcfuf
rc vhk ure uuvs tuvv ?v,sbk vkcy tk hn :hxt cr rnt wt,hhnrt rc vhk ure uuvs tuvv
?uhrek kcy tk hn :k"chr rnt wvtnrt
A slave of Rabbi Hiyya bar Ammi immersed a gentile woman in order to make her his
wife. Rav Yosef said: I can rule that she and her daughter are both kosher (i.e., Jewish).
Herself—following [the method of] Rav Assi. For Rav Assi said (in a parallel case):
“Did she not immerse for her menstrual impurity?” Her daughter—[by the rule that]
if a gentile or a slave has intercourse with a Jewish woman, the baby is Jewish.
[what case of rav assi are we talking about? The following:] There was a man who
was called “the son of the aramean woman.” rav assi objected: “did she not immerse
for her menstrual impurity?” There was another man who was called “the son of the
aramean.” rabbi Joshua ben levi objected: “did he not immerse [to be purified from]
his seminal emission?”
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iTjEXT
usk#5:
ohrSahulhAn
fv 'dc uhA
vhrukh
a lhr, mYoreh
vkhcyDveAh
ihc v268:3
khnv ihc okcek ,umnv ughsuvk ihc rdv hbhhbg kf
'c hbpc tkt kcy ut kn tk ot scghsc kct vkj,fk teus uvhn (.kujv 'p a"tru 'xu,) ouhcu
vatu uhrek kcya aht tkt ,urd oak kcy tk ukhpt vkhkcu (hfsrn ,uvdv) (ohcure ut)
vakacu ouhc vbht ot ,cfgna ,umnv ,kcen .uj ,hktrahc r,unu rd huv v,sbk vkcya
,hktrahc ruxtu cfgn vkhkc ut ohba hbpc kn ut kcya scghsc ukhpt o"cnrvku ;"hrvku
:vhk ibhkxp tk ic vbnn shkuvu ,hktrah tab ot kct
a. all matters of conversion, whether informing the prospective convert of the
mitzvot in order to receive them, whether circumcision or immersion, should be
in the presence of three qualified to judge, and in the daytime (see Tosafot and
rabbenu asher on BT Yevamot 47b).
b. nevertheless, this standard addresses what one should do in the first place. But
after the fact, if one circumcised or immersed only in the presence of two (or if
some of the judges were relatives—according to “Haggahot Mordecai”) or at night,
or even if one immersed not for the purpose of conversion but (in the case of a
man) to cleanse from seminal impurity or (in the case of a woman) for menstrual
impurity, the prospect is considered a valid convert and may marry a Jew.
c. however, the acceptance of mitzvot is mandatory and must be done during the
daytime with three.
d. alfasi and maimonides rule that if one immersed or was circumcised before only
two, or at night, this is an impediment and such a person would be forbidden to
marry a Jewish woman; even so, if he went ahead and married a Jewish woman
and had a child, one does not disqualify him retroactively.
Principle (from b): after the fact, the requirement of immersion for conversion is
fulfilled if a person immersed in a Jewish context to perform an act intended as
conformity to Jewish practice.
Principle (from d): after the fact, if a questionable conversion resulted in progeny,
who have been accepted into the Jewish community, one does not disqualify it.
T
evAmot
hrEXT
v s"6:ccBT
rhhYd,
ba rd :v47
suAvh(MIDDLE
r"t itf):n urd ihcu uhjt ihcu aht ihc esm o,ypau ('t ohrcs) r",

ihck hbhc h,rhhd,b :uk rntu wvsuvh hcr hbpk tca sjtc vagn wrd ubht unmg ihck ubhc wrd vz
kuxpk v,t intb k"t /iv :k"t ?ohbc lk ah /utk :vhk rnt ?ohsg lk ah :vsuvh hcr k"t whnmg
/lhbc ,t kuxpk intb v,t htu wlnmg ,t
“And you shall judge justly between a man and his kinsman and his ger (understood
as convert).” (Deuteronomy 1:16) Rabbi Yehudah deduced from this that if a prospective
convert was converted before a court, this is a valid conversion, but if he just converted
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himself, this is not a valid conversion.
There was the case of one man who came before rabbi yehudah and said to him, “i
converted myself [without witnesses or a rabbinic court].” rabbi yehudah said to him,
“do you have witnesses [to that effect]?” he replied: “no.” rabbi yehudah asked him,
“do you have children?” he replied: “yes.” rabbi yehudah ruled: “your testimony
would be reliable enough to disqualify just yourself, but it is not reliable to disqualify
your children.”
Principle: once children have been born of parents who were accepted as Jewish
either presumptively or by conversion, and the presumption or conversion of the parent
is challenged for whatever reason (for instance, because of improper procedure), the
Jewish status of the children cannot be reversed. (compare previous: Shulhan Arukh,
Yoreh Deah 268:3.)

t
uhfu v,xhgn vnur, ahrp,u v,sbk kucy,a iudf shn, ktrah hfrsc ,dvub vubhtra ,ruhd
Tm
EXT 7: MAIMoNIDES hilkhot iSSurei BiAh 13:9
p"gtu wesm hrd ,ezjc ukt hrv ,umnv kf vaugu uhrek kcuya ktrah hfrsc dvuba rd ifu wvzc
o,ut ihthan iht ktrahc crg,vk utc ot if p"gtu wurhhd,ba hn hbpk ihshgna ohsg oa ihta
/o"ufg uezjuvu khtuv ubhbpc ukyha sg ut ohsg uthcha sg

A female convert whom we saw conforming always to Jewish practice—for instance,
who immersed for her menstrual impurity and separated out the priestly due from her
dough, and the like—and similarly a male convert who conformed to Jewish practice,
immersing for his seminal impurity and performing all the mitzvot—these are to be
presumed as valid converts, even though there are no witnesses who testify as to before
whom they were converted. Nevertheless, if one came to intermarry with Jews, one
should not marry them until they bring witnesses or immerse before us, inasmuch as
they are presumed to be gentiles.
Principle: conformity to Jewish practice counts as a factor in favor of presuming
the validity of one’s Jewish status, even in the absence of evidence concerning the
circumstances of their conversion (if any).
NoTE: one can argue that the strictness of maimonides’ conclusion (that one should
not intermarry with those of unknown origin and status “until they bring witnesses or
immerse before us”) has the force of lekhathilah, since once one has gone ahead and
married and had children, the existence of the children is an argument for overriding
whatever doubts one had concerning the validity of an irregularly performed
conversion.
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TEXT 8: BT Sanhedrin 32A-B
y
pan rntba wvrhejcu vahrsc ,uapb hbhs sjtu ,ubunn hbhs sjt vru, rcs :tbhbj hcr rnt
hbpc ,ks kugb, tka hsf ?vrheju vahrs ibhgc tk ,ubunn hbhs urnt ogy vnu wofk hvh sjt
/ihuuk hbpc ,ks kugb,a ifa kf ?unkah tk ugy v,gn tkt /ihuk

Rabbi Hanina said: The Torah applied the rules of judicial inquiry and crossexamination equally to civil and capital cases, as it says: “You shall have one judgment.”
Why, then, did they say that in civil cases judicial inquiry and cross-examination are
not required? In order not to close the door before borrowers. But will you say, on that
account, if the judge made a judicial error, he should not be held liable? All the more so,
that you should not close the door before borrowers.
Principle: neilat delet (closing of a door). The letter of certain requirements is relaxed
to remove an obstacle that would deter a person from a desirable course of action. in
the sanhedrin example, the requirement of strict cross-examination was relaxed in civil
cases, in order not to deter people from engaging in business transactions such as
lending. in the present example, i recommend relaxing the be-di’avad provision of the
principle recognizing casual immersion as valid for conversion, in order not to deter
candidates for recognition as Jews who would be put off (as was Jessica fishman, and
as were others) by a demand that they convert to Judaism, when they already regard
themselves as Jewish.

A Liturgy for Immersion in Natural Waters

:ohekt lhkt drg, hapb if ohn hehpt kg drg, khtf
ohekt hbp vtrtu tuct h,n hj kek ohektk hapb vtnm
like a hind yearning for watercourses, my soul cries for you, o god; my soul
thirsts for god, the living god; o when will i come and appear before god’s
face? (Psalm 42:2–3)

urcg hkg lhkdu lhrcan kf lhrubm kuek true ouv, kt ouv,
deep calls to deep in the roar of your cataracts; all your breakers
and billows have rolled over me. (Psalm 42:8)

:l,ru,n ,utkpb vyhctu hbhg kd
open my eyes, that i may perceive the wonders of your Torah. (Psalm 119:18)

:h,rmb lh,sg hf zucu vprj hkgn kd
roll away from me taunt and abuse, because i observe your decrees. (Psalm 119:22)
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:apb sg ohn utc hf ohekt hbghauv
rescue me, o god, for the waters have come up to my soul. (Psalm 69:2)

:hatrk aucj ;ux hbccxh ouv, apb sg ohn hbuppt
The waters engulfed my soul; the deep surrounded me; weeds twined around
my head. (Jonah 2:6)

:of,t rvyt ofhkukd kfnu ofh,utny kfn o,rvyu ohruvy ohn ofhkg h,erzu
i will sprinkle clean water upon you, and you shall be clean: i will cleanse you
from all your impurities and from all your defects. (ezekiel 36:25)

: vupyah tk ,urvbu vcvtv ,t ,uffk ukfuh tk ohcr ohn
many waters cannot quench love, nor rivers drown it. (song of songs 8:7)

:jhkmh vagh rat kfu kuch tk uvkgu u,gc i,h uhrp rat ohn hdkp kg ku,a .gf vhvu
The righteous person is like a tree planted beside streams of water, which yields
its fruit in season, whose foliage never fades, and whatever it produces thrives.
(Psalm 1:3)

:lhej hbsnk vu–vh v,t lurc
Blessed are you, o lord; teach me your laws! (Psalm 119:12)

:sgu okugk shn, l,ru, vrnatu
i will always obey your teaching, forever and ever. (Psalm 119:44)

:sjt wv ubekt wv ktrah gna
hear, o israel, the lord is our god, the lord is one. (deuteronomy 6:4)

'ihrvyn o,t hn hbpk 'ktrah ofhrat 'tcheg hcr rnt
(uk ktezjh) 'rntba 'ohnaca ofhct 'of,t rvyn hnu
(zh vhnrh) 'rnutu o,rvyu ohruvy ohn ofhkg h,erzu
ktrah ,t rvyn tuv lurc ausev ;t 'ohtnyv ,t rvyn vuen vn ' ktrah wv vuen
rabbi akiva said: fortunate are you, o israel! Before whom do you purify
yourselves? and who purifies you? your father in heaven, as it says, “i shall
sprinkle pure water upon you, and you shall be pure.” (ezekiel 36) and it says:
“The lord is the mikveh of israel” (Jeremiah 17)—just as a mikveh purifies the
impure, so does the holy Blessed one purify israel. (Mishnah Yoma 8:9)
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NoTES:
1

“she doesn’t live here any more,” Yediot Aharonot april 30, 2010. The daughter of a reform
converted mother, Jessica fishman grew up conservative in st. Paul, mn, attending day school
and walking weekly with her family to synagogue. she made aliyah and lived for seven years
in israel, serving for two years in the idf. when she became romantically involved with a
Jewish israeli man, he demanded that she “convert.” The orthodox rabbinate refused to
recognize her mother’s conversion or Jessica’s Jewish status. Jessica felt the demand to convert
was a violation of her life-long sense of Jewish identity. she broke off the engagement, uprooted
from israel and returned to the united states.

2

“israel: soldier’s death raises Question: who is a Jew?” Los Angeles Times, august 14, 1993.
lev Pesahov, son of a Jewish father and a non-Jewish mother, immigrated from russia to israel
in 1990 under the law of return. in august, 1993, wearing the idf uniform, he was killed in a
terrorist attack on an army checkpoint. he was refused Jewish burial but was buried on the
edge of the military cemetery in Bet shean.

3

Le-khatehillah— “before the fact,” designating a “best practice” that one should choose to
observe, if it is up to one to perform an action.

4

Be-di’avad— (post facto) “after the fact,” designating a lower standard that allows an action not
performed in accordance with “best practice” to be regarded as valid, once it has already been
performed.

5

one of the most tragic developments of recent times has been the revocation of Jewish status
of people who have been raised as Jews, on the basis of the retroactive nullification of their
parents’ or grandparents’ Jewish status by non-recognition of conversions. The claim of
authorities who engage in this practice, that they alone are fully faithful to the Jewish tradition,
should not be allowed to stand unchallenged. They are in flagrant violation of these halakhic
precedents.

6

“a contemporary israeli masorti rabbi.” That itself is a contradiction in the eyes of some, who
do not think that anyone non-orthodox can be a rabbi.

7

The early absence of a universal standard of conversion is reflected also in Text #3 from Yevamot
46a, where rabbi eliezer allows circumcision alone, and rabbi Joshua immersion alone, as
sufficient for conversion. This text suggests that the consolidation of the current set of
requirements for conversion took place in the Tannaitic period.

8

ethan Tucker, memo of July 5, 2011, page 7.
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